If the Articles of Association are given contractual effect by Section 14 of the Companies
Act 1985 what is the need for other regulation in Company Law?

Introduction
The Articles of Association form the basis of a contract that regulates the company’s
internal procedure and sets out the rights of the shareholders as conferred by their
ownership. Although analogous to a constitution, it differs from both the normal
constitutional and contractual analyses. Constitutionally it is subservient, both to its
memorandum, which sets the outer limits of its powers, and the regulation imposed by
the legislature and the courts that cannot be contracted out of.1 Contractually,2 a members
rights are not absolute, being limited by the rights of the other members and by the
company’s separate personality which may require the will of the majority or the best
interests of the company to take precedence. Thus, the complex nature of this “contract”
has generated a need for further regulation in this area.

The Nature of the Statutory Contract
Contracts are normally between two parties, with third parties occasionally gaining
rights3. They will have mutual obligations and prima facie any breach is liable to an
action for damages.4 However, the company contract is different. It encompasses many
members making it important to ascertain who are party to it and when it can be
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Charlesworth & Morse Company Law, it is stated that “the contract constituted by the memorandum and
articles can be varied to the extent that those documents can be altered in accordance with the provisions of
the act.” p.83.
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Subject to the requirements set by the law, the articles can take any form that the parties choose for their
particular circumstances. However, there is a statutory example known as Table A, but it is by no means
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Assignation, Ius Quasitum Tertio. These do have their own peculiar requirements.
4
Woolman, Contract Law, p.144. Damages are only one remedy available.

enforced. The provisions of Section 14 do not recognise the company as being party to
the contract, thus ignoring its separate legal entity1, and provides only that it is binding as
if signed and sealed by each member. Thus, the shareholders are bound to the company
and, although not statutorily provided for, the company is bound, by the Articles, to the
member2. However, the shareholders can only enforce their rights qua members3, and
whilst the articles form a contract between members it is normally only enforceable
through the company4, unless the member has a personal right5. The regulation
effectuating this will be discussed below6, but note that an “outsider” right, ie one not
related to the “collective constitutional rights”7, cannot be enforced. As “outsider’s” can
include directors, perhaps this regulation requires alteration.8

The most important consideration of the statutory contract is how, and especially why, it
differs from a standard contract. The purpose of this contract is to regulate the owners
rights in what is a separate legal entity, whilst ensuring the longevity of the relationship.
It comprises a general long-term goal to profit the shareholders and therefore must be
able to ensure the continued relationship of the shareholders. This makes it quite distinct
from standard contract law, which deals with “discreet transactions” and whose remedies
“put an end to the dispute; and, since resolution of the dispute is all that remains of the
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discreet transaction, the process is a relatively clean one.”1 The company contract cannot
be dealt with in this way as it is desirable that the relationship continues, therefore certain
remedies, such as setting aside “on the grounds of misrepresentation, mistake, undue
influence, or duress,”2 are not available. If the contract granted inviolable rights that
parties could always litigate to protect, this would “fail to take account of the long
duration and changing nature of the relationships involved.”3 However, the courts do not
have the power to alter the articles4 and whilst they construe them to give reasonable
business efficacy, they are “limited to the words of the articles when implying terms.”5
Thus, the relational approach suggests that disputes should always be dealt with, firstly,
by “the company’s internal dispute-resolution machinery.”6 If a company needs to alter
its contract, the members may do so by special resolution7, subject to certain built in
protections to which we will now turn.

The Nature Of The Statutory Contract Regulation
There are three major issues that the law must regulate; the company’s best interests; the
minority and majority shareholders rights; and the problem of proprietary interest. The
major problem is that a share provides a right in property, and therefore the attached vote
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is also a property right1. Thus, a shareholder can exercise his vote in any way he likes
notwithstanding any personal interest that conflicts with the interests of the company2. He
may even enter a voting agreement3, creating a personal obligation enforceable in the
courts4. Whilst Farrar5 suggests that a forthcoming European Directive may prevent
voting agreements, and restrain members with conflicting personal interests from voting,
at present “those who have rights of property are entitled to exercise them whatever their
motives may be for such exercise.”6 As this conflicts with the interests of the company
and other shareholders, it has been qualified.

Majority rule in company law is a long established principle7. It provides an equitable
solution to determining many disputes, and culminated in the Foss v Harbottle rule8. It
states that damage done to the company by outsiders may only be remedied by corporate
action. As the court’s are reluctant to interfere in internal management, this resulted in
majority rule9. The Courts have used this to justify not interfering in a company’s internal
affairs1, giving the majority power to prevent a member litigating when a breach of the
articles has occurred. This helps prevent “futile actions” and “companies being torn apart
1
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by litigation”2, thus supporting the relational approach, in what may be termed justified
discrimination3. Majorities can also ratify acts that are Intra Vires by ordinary resolution,
a power capable of abuse, but this may be beneficial to the company4. This right is
qualified, however, by rules designed to protect minorities from unfair oppression.

These rules are generally termed the “exceptions” to the Foss v Harbottle doctrine. In
Edwards v Halliwell5, four were defined. Firstly, any act that is Ultra Vires the company,
either as prohibited by the memorandum or statute, or illegal, is incapable of being
ratified by any majority. Secondly, a “fraud on the minority” would relax the rule that a
majority must approve litigation because, without this, the fraudulent parties could
possibly prevent an action. This would apply, especially, to shareholder directors who
abused their power and then ratify their acts. The third category relates to someone
having a personal right, as enforcement through the company is unnecessary6. This will
be a right that every shareholder is granted with ownership, such as the right to vote7.
Finally, the “special minorities” exception. R.R.Drury stated that “the automatic barrier
to suit has been set at the level of an ordinary majority of the general meeting. It will thus
have no application when the rules of company law require some higher majority, or
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where the matter is such that it is inappropriate to refer it to an ordinary majority.”1
Inappropriateness will depend on the exact facts2, but in the case of an alteration of the
articles the law demands a special resolution3. Such alteration requires members to act,
“not only in the manner required by law, but also bona fide for the benefit of the
company as a whole.”4 What does this mean? Some cases suggest it is the benefit of the
company as a separate entity,5 whilst others suggest that disputes regarding members
rights inter se cannot be distinct from the shareholders6. Both situations certainly place a
duty of good faith on shareholders, with one writer arguing this should be extended to all
general meeting powers7, because it can ratify acts Intra Vires the company. This is
necessary to protect minorities. Whilst he suggests that good faith and proprietary interest
can act concurrently, his contention that acts not compliant with good faith should be
liable to impeachment would only amount to more unnecessary litigation8. Statute has
provided another remedy to minority shareholders, allowing any member to petition the
court on the grounds that the company’s affairs are being run in an unfairly prejudicial
manner9. Such actions do not need to be oppressive1, and the court is empowered to make
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whatever order it thinks fit to remedy the matter2. Thus, so long as a petition is well
founded, this can be used without the consent of the majority to allow relief.

Conclusion
The nature of the statutory contract is far removed from that of a normal contract in that it
binds a potentially large group of individuals in a relationship where their proprietary
rights are, necessarily, qualified by the rights of others. Furthermore, the nature of this
association is to long term prosperity through the combined interest in what is a separate
entity. It is this long-term relational approach that renders classical contract law remedies
ineffective in resolving disputes and makes further regulation necessary. The regulation
prescribed by law attempts to give as much autonomy to the members to resolve disputes
without the damaging recourse to the courts, and so the principle of majority rule is seen
as the most equitable means of ensuring this. But the law will intervene when the power
given to such majorities is used in order to disadvantage minorities or, in certain
circumstances, the company. Further, the company cannot contract out of the regulation
imposed by law3. Thus the law walks, sometimes clumsily, a fine line between balancing
an individual’s proprietary interest and the good of, either, the majority interest or the
company’s interest. In most cases, these will be concurrent.
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